
Dramatically reduce the time, cost and e�ort of e-discovery 
and investigation preparedness

DATA SHEET

At a moment’s notice and under tight deadlines, organizations have to produce electronic 
communications content for litigation, regulatory requests, internal investigations and audits. 
E-discovery continues to be disruptive and expensive. Organizations are under pressure to improve 
the speed and e�ciency of search, preservation and review against their entire corpus of archived 
content. 

The Challenge

Enterprise Discovery gives clients the ability to control the total cost of managing large volumes of 
data. Users can quickly collect, organize and reduce data to enable informed strategic decisions 
during early case assessment, while managing risk. Enterprise Discovery provides a highly secure, 
defensible and auditable workflow across all electronic communications.

The Solution

Key Benefits
Support for 80+ channels in full conversational context
Unified user identities across all channels
Rapid, faceted search by channel, user, message 
direction and other criteria
Multiple export formats including EML, MSG, PST, 
HTML and XML with EDRM export manifest 
Cases to organize collected data, with reviewers able 
to work on multiple cases simultaneously
Automated, one-click legal hold functionality
Fast access to relevant content 
Complete audit trail and reporting
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Key use cases
Responding to litigation requests
Rapidly cull, analyze, and assess information across 
a broad range of content, all preserved securely in 
evidentiary quality.

Preparing for investigations
Easily manage categories of content for internal 
investigations, FOIA requests and audits. Carry out 
e-discovery reviews, assign tags and annotate content.

Meeting preservation requirements
Instantly add content to a case and place a legal hold 
on the case to retain that data for as long as needed. 
Apply custodian as well as document level holds.

Streamlining process & reducing cost
Combine powerful hold, search, review, and 
export capabilities within one platform for 
maximum e�ciency and cost savings.

Managing security & risk
Limit hando�s between vendors and 
technologies with a single, secure repository for 
all electronic communications content.

Enterprise Discovery integrates seamlessly with the Enterprise Archive

An archive architected for scalability and performance

Unlike legacy email archives, Enterprise Archive preserves full 
conversational context across 80+ communication channels, 
enabling real-time interactivity, knowledge and data insights. 
The archive scales to meet each client’s specific requirements 
and performance goals. It can be scaled up or down as data 
volume changes, with no impact to system performance with your 
organization across ingestion, search, review and export. The 
Enterprise Archive integrates seamlessly with Connected Capture, 
Connected Apps, and your technology ecosystem.

Contact an account executive to learn how we can help you meet your e-discovery needs.
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